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Head of Purchasing– Technical and Personnel Management (m/f/d)
ID RV051119

The Company
th

Our Client is a 4 generation family business, with over 600 employees in Switzerland. It is a leading
meat processing company working on product innovations and recipe improvements everyday to meet
the customer expectations.
Currently, we are looking for a ‘Head of Purchasing’ in Switzerland.

Responsibilities








Your responsibilities include technical and personnel management of the company.
In co-operation with the management you will be responsible for the definition of
higher-level purchasing goals and the purchasing strategy.
Creating regular status reports in purchasing and presenting them to the management or the
CFO.
In the first phase in the existing purchasing organization your task involves in areas such as
Department group management, strategic purchasing processes or automation, reorientation
and to ensure subsequent operation.
Representing the purchasing interests in relevant meetings with departments and the
management.
To create a process that defines methods and guidelines which can be followed througout the
company to improve purchasing activities.

Requirements









Basic education in commercial or logistic fields.
Further education or studies in business administration / purchasing / SCM.
Expertise and experience in a comparable leadership role in purchasing and change
management, ideally in the food or packaging industry.
You identify yourself as an initiative, dynamic and success-oriented personality.
High communication skills, strong analytical thinking and structured
Trading as well as a great deal of assertiveness.
Good Knowledge of common office programs and the ERP systems CSB or SAP.
Fluent German speaker (level C2) and have very good knowledge in French.

What we offer




A very diverse and independent activity with a lot of creative freedom, an exciting workplace
and a collegiate team.
Excellent company culture which stands for an ambitious but caring working environment.
Competitive salary and a wide range of benefits.

Become part of a successful company and apply now via ChemRecs for this position!
Please submit your application documents, including your availability and salary expectations, by email to jobs@chemrecs.com.
Your contact: Rupal Vira
Please visit our homepage: https://www.chemrecs.com/.
Follow us on XING and LinkedIn:

